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ABSTRACT
The design of vehicle brake systems involves optimising a large number of com-
peting parameters. In order to find an appropriate balance of properties, it is im-
portant to have a good picture of the range of operating conditions the system
will operate under. Obtaining such information for a large range of driving condi-
tions requires recording data over a long period from a number of vehicles under
a number of different driving conditions.
In this thesis, a proposed data acquisition system has been designed, con-
structed and implemented to measure and store in real-time performance related
parameters of brake systems. The system proposed in this thesis to monitor brake
performance employs a small embedded PC system along with a number of pe-
ripheral cards as its basis.
As a part of the validation of the aforementioned device recordings were made
of some long-term test sequences during a brake development program. These re-
sults, which would be considered representative of normal confident driving, sug-
gest that most braking actions take place at low deceleration values of 1.5ms−2
and nearly 50% of significant brake applications do not reduce the vehicle’s speed
to zero. The initial speed of stops is correlated significantly with the initial tem-
perature in a negative sense such that low speed stops tend to be at higher initial
temperatures than higher speed stops.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Statement
The braking system is one of the most critical safety systems in most roadgoing
vehicles. Despite the addition of many new safety features, the brake system is
still the most important way of avoiding accidents or incidents. Its purpose is
to convert the vehicle’s kinetic energy into heat and to dissipate the heat in an
efficient manner, appropriate to the operating envelope of the vehicle.
Two main types of brakes have been used on mass-produced vehicles, drum
brakes and disk brakes. Drum brakes were commonly fitted to early motorised
vehicles before the mass production of disk brakes was feasible. They remain
commonplace up to date in many smaller vehicles and in most commercial ve-
hicles. Drum brake assemblies are commonly manufactured from pressed steel
sheet and therefore do not require large machining operations for their manufac-
ture.
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Disk brakes are a newer design, commonly used for front service brake in
cars at present. Many small cars still use drum brakes on the rear, bigger cars
are invariably fitted with disk brakes all round. Disk brake systems have fewer
components than drum brakes and due to the more open design, they are able to
dissipate heat faster with higher performance. Due to the use of a number of cast
and machined parts their manufacturing cost are greater than drum brakes.
More recently, improvements such as electronic anti-lock/anti-skid braking
systems where a computer controlled modulator is designed to reduce the brak-
ing force on individual wheels as wheel lock-up is detected have become preva-
lent. Currently, under development are brake-by-wire systems making use of elec-
tric servomotors or solenoids to activate the brakes, eliminating the need for hy-
draulics entirely. These are, at this stage, additions to the existing design, relying
on friction materials to do work on the rotor to slow the vehicle.
Brake system design is a complicated task. There are a number of competing
factors affecting this design, each of vital importance. The brake system must
be able to safely bring the vehicle to a halt, from the maximum possible vehicle
speed. It must be able to do this for a number of times without overheating or
fading (dropping friction level due to heat). Customers demand that brake systems
are quiet in operation, that the pedal feel be firm (as opposed to spongy or soft)
and the effectiveness be adequate both hot and cold.
One problem that has become prevalent recently is the problem of disk thick-
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ness variation (DTV). This is a result of uneven cyclical wear, typically resulting
in two thinner locations and two thicker locations around the rotor (second-order).
The symptoms of this problem are experienced as brake torque variation during
stops. This may be felt as a shudder feeling towards the end of a stop (light DTV
can feel like a bumpy road, heavier DTV will result in vehicle occupants moving
forwards and backwards noticeably) and/or a wobble in the steering during stops.
The reason that this issue has become more prevalent recently is threefold: Man-
ufacturers are offering much longer warranty periods for vehicles, so the brake
system has to last at least for this duration; Car owners have become far more
sensitive to noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) issues; Finally, with the notable
exception of European car manufacturers, there is a trend away from high friction,
fast wearing materials towards less dusty and longer lasting medium friction level
materials. Without the high on-brake wear, any uneven wear occurring during
the off-brake period (when DTV typically develops) is not trued up during the
on-brake mode.
The strength requirements for a brake system are determined by the weight
of the car and the required safety margins. The static friction of the tire-road
interface limits braking force in a car. It is important to allow for a significant
safety margin given that all tires are not the same and it is likely that the end
user may fit tires with a higher static friction coefficient than was fitted from the
factory. The hydraulic loads are also easy to predict as they are based on the
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relative dimensions of the master and slave pistons in the system, the leverage
due to the brake pedal and arm and of course the strength of the driver. It is
more difficult to predict the dynamic properties such as the fundamental resonant
frequency and the damping coefficients, both factors are important in eliminating
brake squeal problems.
The requirements with respect to initial speed and repeated stops have a bear-
ing on the dimensions of the brake rotor. A bigger (heavier) rotor can absorb more
heat energy than a smaller rotor. Vented rotors have more surface area to dissipate
heat. Larger diameter rotors require less force to achieve the same brake torque
and due to their larger size can also absorb more heat than smaller rotors.
Squeal and graunch 1can be difficult to address, by virtue of the fact that they
are the last problems to be looked at once the rest of the brake corner has been
designed. Squeal is the name given to resonant sounds that occur at one or more
of the fundamental frequencies of the caliper 2, rotor and/or the anchor bracket.
They occur centred around a single frequency, irrespective of speed and brake
force. graunch on the other hand is a grinding type noise, most notable at the
end of a stop. It occurs at low frequencies that change with speed. The solution
1 Graunch is a low frequency noise, often described as a ”metal on metal” grinding sound. It
is believed to be influenced by the presence and arrangement of the cooling vanes in vented disk
brake rotors.
2 The Caliper is the part of the brake system that houses the piston(s) and serves to apply force
to the brake pads. Some calipers have opposed pistons, one each side of the rotor. Others, termed
floating calipers, have pistons only on the inside face and the caliper is free to slide allowing the
force to equalise between both pads.
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to both of these problems is generally found using a combination of one or more
fixes. Shims or gaskets 3 may be fixed to the pack of the brake pad. Chamfers
4 may be cut into the leading and trailing edge of the friction material puck 5.
Grooves may be placed through the centre of the material. On some more difficult
to quiet systems and where there is some design flexibility other components of
the brake system may be altered to effect a solution.
It is easy to see that there are many factors that must be optimised to develop a
good brake system. The result is always a compromise between the many require-
ments. Safety cannot be compromised, but it is also relatively easy to achieve.
Some of the above design parameters are safety related, mandatory and are cov-
ered by various standards. Other factors, such as noise level, pedal feel and DTV
propensity are interrelated to some degree depending on the brake design. It is the
role of the brake system designer to optimise the system based on all requirements.
Brake system design with respect to friction material is typically test centric
and follows an iterative development path. The majority of the brake system is
generally developed with a particular backplate shape in mind, leaving the friction
material developer to choose a friction material shape and compound, perhaps also
adding shims to the backplate, if necessary.
3 Shims and gaskets are made of thin material formed with layers of fiberglass, steel, rubber,
paper and adhesive in various combinations. These are cut to fit over the backplate of a brakepad.
They reduce noise by increasing damping or reducing coupling. Generally if the material contains
a metal layer is is called a shim, if not, it is called a gasket.
4 A chamfer is made by grinding the leading and/or trailing edge of the friction puck at an angle.
5 The friction material is moulded into a block on the backplate, this block is termed a puck.
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Because of the nature of the friction material design process, vehicle and dy-
namometer testing are essential to develop and refine a suitable solution. As part
of these tests, properties are measured and recorded using data logging equipment.
Up until recently, most of the data logging equipment required for brake testing
has been very specialised and correspondingly expensive. This has precluded bulk
logging of many vehicles over an extended period of time.
A challenge in the design of brake systems is that driving conditions that the
vehicles will experience through its life are not widely known. Both the range
of input conditions in terms of pedal forces, speeds and other factors and the
dependent parameters such as deceleration and brake pad temperature are of great
value.
Knowledge of the spread of initial braking speeds and deceleration can assist
in evaluating the relevance of a particular issue. If the phenomenon occurs at a
set of driving conditions that are not often visited in the typical driving envelope
then it will be far less relevant than a one of similar physical magnitude occurring
often during normal driving. Issues may present themselves during testing that
are generated by conditions not representative of normal driving, such that they
may never actually occur in real-life. This knowledge can be used to develop
controlled tests that are representative of real-world driving conditions. Having
a good grasp of the usage conditions a test can be arranged to obtain the most
relevant information in the fastest possible time.
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This requirement for information on driver behaviour was the motivating fac-
tor for this thesis. The need for general information on driver behaviour and the
lack of existing technology to collect such data forms a solid foundation for the
research conducted as a part of this project.
1.2 Literature Review
Jobe (1993) designed a system to measure the deceleration of a vehicle using ac-
celerometers in the field of accident reconstruction. Topics of inertial navigation,
crash reconstruction basics (determination of the drag factor) and a number of
other motion measurement topics are covered in his paper.
Of particular interest was the calibration method, using the force of gravity to
establish the calibration parameters for the accelerometer in the unit.
Warren (2001) describes a ’black box’ data logging system for use in a vehicle
environment for recording automatic gearbox shifting and performance parame-
ters for post-analysis. The system described makes use of the Linux operating
system and is based on a small form factor embedded PC card. The unit described
does not have an elaborate display as its purpose is a non-interactive data logger,
rather than a device to assist with testing. Also, the unit as described does not
have a convenient user interface. It requires considerable knowledge of the Linux
operating system to get it working.
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Chand, Hashmi, Lomash, and Naik (2004) describe the development of an
asbestos free brake pad, covering the design of a brake lining for use in a power
plant. The emphasis on testing and iterative development is made clear in this
document, whose primary focus is on test results from a number of proposed
materials. The main results shown are those of friction material wear properties
of various compositions of material.
Testing of automotive disk brakes follows much the same design process, it-
erative development. There was not a large focus in this paper on rotor or drum
wear, something that is equally as important in current brake design as the friction
material wear.
Rienstra and Rietveld (1996) present a study of driver perception with regards
to speed limits in the Netherlands. The research shows the results of a ques-
tionnaire that was taken at various service stations. Analysis of the opinions of
the participants was made to assess the collective view on vehicle speed from a
safety, attitude and legal enforcement point of view.
Data from the journeys that were logged as part of the present art shows that
some of the perceptions and statements with regards to speed is also relevant to
Australian drivers. It was found in the data that the maximum speed of almost all
of the sessions was greater than the highest speed limit of any roads on the route,
indicating in measured data that people do break the speed limit with surprising
regularity.
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Shiiba and Suda (2007) describe a driving simulator based on a multibody
vehicle model. The simulator models the vehicle in real-time using three separate
microprocessors and outputs both visual information as well as controlling a 6
degree of freedom motion system. The paper investigates the changes in driver
response as parameters of the simulation are altered. It was observed that driver
behaviour was affected by changes in the vehicle parameters.
Igarashi, Takeda, Itakura, and Abut (2005) Investigate whether an individuals
driving behaviour is unique to them and thus identifiable. The frequency spectra
of brake and accelerator pedal motion was measured from recordings made of a
number of drivers. The findings were not conclusive but it was suggested that the
data found could be reinforced by other data (such as sound and video telemetry)
in order to create a more complete identification.
Erdogan et al. (2005) follow on from the previous research, showing analysis
of data on visual, audible and behavioural analysis of drivers in order to positively
identify the driver. The analysis shows that while each of the methods on their own
yield some degree of reliability, the use of a combination of all methods yields a
much better degree of accuracy.
Smith, Shah, and Da Vitoria Lobo (2003) describes research into the use of
a single camera to determine the attentiveness of a vehicle driver based on head
position (rotational and for-aft). Sufficient robustness was achieved with respect to
measuring head position although the determination of whether the drivers eye’s
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were open or closed was more difficult. This was due to variations in lighting
between different frame sequences.
Craighead (2006) proposes a system to determine the serviceability of wheels,
tyres and dampers through in-vehicle measurement of vibration response. A pro-
totype of the system was tested and showed that the tyre pressure could be es-
timated with some degree of accuracy and the tyre balance and shock absorber
performance could also be estimated.
Sakimoto (2004) writes about the relationship between brake rotor dimensions
and heat dissipation problems from both a physical and an experimental perspec-
tive. One outcome of the research is that the convection area is the most important
factor in the effectiveness of the brakes at eliminating heat.
Park and Choi (2007) investigate the relationship between brake noise propen-
sity and rotor runout (misalignment) firstly through experimental testing on a dy-
namometer and secondly via a theoretical 3DOF model of the braking system. The
conclusion reached was that the noise properties of a brake system does depend
significantly on the rotor runout.
Weispfenning (1997) presents a signal and model based method for the su-
pervision of a vehicle suspension systems performance. Using redundant sensors
allows such faults as weak shock absorbers and tyre deflation to be detected along
with the ability to diagnose faulty sensors. The performance of the system was
analysed on vehicle and using test rigs.
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Mukhopadhyay, Jayakumar, and Raj (2004) write of non-destructive tech-
niques for monitoring the performance and serviceability of machinery and plant
whilst in operation. The technique of vibration monitoring is mentioned, along
with a number of other techniques such as infra-red pyrometry, lubricating oil
analysis and acoustic techniques also. The focus of this paper is on ways of re-
ducing machine downtime and increasing safety through better monitoring of the
wear and damage state of the machinery.
1.3 Scope of Present Work
This project covers work performed towards measuring typical brake performance
parameters to examine the driving conditions which are likely to be traversed dur-
ing the life of the brake system. This entails recording and analysing vehicle
braking parameters over an extended period of time.
In order to obtain such bulk information for many different cars in real-world
driving situations, a logger that is both small and of low cost required. Existing
loggers are both too costly and too bulky to suit the purpose.
The primary focus of this project is the design and construction of a suitable
data logging device to allow the long term monitoring of vehicle parameters such
as temperature, deceleration and vehicle speed. The focus of the design is low per-
unit costs, small size and low weight. The technical requirements are explored in
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detail in chapter 2 of this document
Along with the units themselves is a requirement for software capable of
analysing the recorded data to generate stop summaries and ultimately whole-
drive summaries. This is required in order to summarise the expected large quan-
tity of recorded information into a form that can easily be interpreted by brake
design engineers.
A description of the proposed module hardware and software is furnished in
Chapters 3 and 4 respectively and the settings and calibration procedure in Chapter
5.
Test configuration and a description of the vehicle test conditions are described
in Chapter 6.
Testing for an original equipment brake program was conducted at the time
this project was being undertaken. Much of the data presented in this project was
taken as part of the road testing for that program. The results from the testing are
presented and discussed in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
BRAKE TESTING PARAMETERS
The performance of a brake system is assessed by the rate at which this system ab-
sorbs the kinetic energy of a vehicle moving under the effects of its inertia and any
mechanical energy provided by its prime mover. The parameters which govern
this process can be broadly divided into two categories; The enabling parameters
and the resisting parameters. The enabling parameters are those parameters which
control the value of brake torque needed to dissipate the vehicle’s kinetic energy.
These are mainly the effectiveness of the friction material used on the pads and the
efficiency of the hydraulic system used to push the pads against the brake disks.
Whilst the effectiveness of a specific friction material generally deteriorates as the
temperature of the brake pad increases, the efficiency of the hydraulic system is
judged by the quality (transient characteristics, attained value and consistency) of
the pressure produced in the brake line.
The parameters which resist the action of the brake torque are those parameters
which constitute the kinetic energy of the vehicle, namely the vehicle mass and
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its speed at the begining of (and during) the braking process. Agudelo and Ferro
(2005) suggest that either the vehicle acceleration or the distance travelled by
the vehicle, as measured from the instant at which the brakes have been applied,
provide an indication on the performance of the vehicle brakes. They additionally
make reference to the need to monitor and in some cases control testing based on
temperature. In agreement with this concept, Runhau (2006) presents a device for
monitoring the post-brake travelled distance of vehicles. However, Jones (1999)
seems to place more emphasis on the temperature of the friction material during
the braking process. As such the device proposed by Jones is meant to provide
real-time information on the brake pad thermal conditions.
The system presented in this thesis, to monitor the performance of brake, does
not only collect real-time data on both the acceleration of the vehicle and the tem-
perature of the brake pads, but also monitors the performance of the hydraulic sys-
tem by feeding back real time information on the pressure in the brake hydraulic
lines. The acceleration is also measured in two perpendicular directions (along
the vehicle centre line and vertically perpendicular to it) to account for the vehi-
cles moving on slopes and hills. Moreover, the proposed system features highly
sophisticated electronic and software designs which render the system suitable for
remote monitoring applications as needed. Whilst chapter 3 offers insights into
the hardware design of the brake monitoring system, chapter 4 presents the strat-
egy on which the control software has been built. The details of the setting and
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calibration procedure are given in chapter 5.
More detailed discussion on how the various parameters affect the perfor-
mance of the vehicle brake system are described in the following chapter.
2.1 Speed
The most important parameter of relevance to braking is the rotational speed of
the brake rotor. This is directly related (by the rolling radius of the tyre) to the
speed of the vehicle. Power input to the rotor (at any instant) is proportional to
the rotational speed multiplied by the braking toque. A vehicle’s kinetic energy is
proportional to half its mass times the square of its velocity and thus errors in the
speed measurement cause significant errors in the estimate of the energy input to
the brake during a stop.
Road speed measurements can be made using a variety of tools. All road
vehicles have speedometers that are connected by some means to the wheels. A
vehicle speedometer will generally indicate a speed that is accurate to withing 5%
or less of the actual road speed. Generally speedometers by design indicate higher
than the actual speed (this is to ensure that at an indicated speed on or just over
the limit the vehicle will not actually be exceeding the road speed limit).
With some vehicles the speedometer is electronic and a sensor, generally at-
tached to the gearbox, creates a signal that is used by the speedometer and often
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for other purposes such as controlling automatic gearboxes and speed based emis-
sions adjustment. This signal can be intercepted in some cases and used as a
reference for testing. As long as the tire pressure does not change much and there
is no wheel lock-up, this can be considered a suitable signal for brake measure-
ment. Indeed for testing of the driven wheels the measurement of wheel speed is
more significant than the vehicles road speed. For example, if a wheel locks (too
much brake effort causing the tire to lose traction and the wheel to stop rotating)
then there is zero work being done on the brakes. A wheel speed measurement
will show this but a vehicle speed measurement (radar Doppler for example) will
still show motion.
A common, but gradually less popular method for measuring vehicle speed is
the use of what’s termed a ”Fifth Wheel”. A wheel very similar to a bike wheel
is fitted to a jig that connects (for example) to the tow bar of the vehicle. The
wheel is fitted with an encoder, a sensor which outputs an electrical signal where
there are a finite number of pulses per revolution of the wheel. Common pulse
counts are 128, 360, 600 and 1024 pulses per rev. The wheel is forced onto the
ground with a spring and is able to caster behind the car (like a shopping trolley
wheel). For reversing the vehicle (or for travelling to and from the test location)
the wheel can be raised off the ground. Many fifth wheel rigs have suffered from
the driver forgetting to lift the wheel before reversing. They do work well but are
cumbersome to set up and require a level of care in their use.
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Radar Doppler sensing is another means of measuring vehicle speed. This is
the same way that police measure the speed of vehicles on the road. Basically the
unit transmits a microwave signal in a fairly narrow beam. This beam reflects off
most things and some of the reflected signal ends up heading back into the wave
guide. If the vehicle is moving then the frequency of the reflected signal is differ-
ent to the one sent out due to the Doppler effect. When two signals of different
frequency are summed the resulting waveform contains both the original frequen-
cies plus ’sum’ and ’difference’ frequencies. This can be heard when two people
sing slightly different notes and the sound appears to modulate in volume. The
same thing happens in the wave guide and an antenna in an appropriate location
can be used to receive mixed signal. With some electrical processing the differ-
ence frequency can be extracted from the signal. The frequency of the resulting
signal is proportional to the relative speed of the radar unit and its target along
with the transmitted frequency.
By attaching the unit to a convenient location on the vehicle (tow bar, front
tow hook, etc.) and aligning the unit to point forwards and down the speed of the
vehicle can be measured. As the unit is pointing down at an angle its output is the
component of the vehicles speed in that same direction. Using trigonometry the
correct scaling factor can be determined from the sensor’s angle. The other way
to calibrate these sensors is to mark out a fixed distance (say 100m for example)
and count the number of pulses output whilst travelling over that distance.
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2.2 Torque
The purpose of the brake system is to apply a stopping torque to the wheels to
oppose the motion of the vehicle. This torque is caused by the action of the brake
pads on the brake rotor. In the case of a brake dynamometer rig the torque can
be measured directly using a load cell. In the case of a vehicle, it is also possi-
ble to fit wheels with load cells to measure the wheel torque but in this case the
torque measured is a result of both the braking torque but also any driveline fric-
tion and engine braking. By and large most vehicle testing uses an acceleration
measurement to determine the torque rather than directly measuring it.
There are occasions where not only the peak torque but the dynamic properties
of the torque are also relevant. This is the case where the torque varies cyclically,
such as where the thickness of the rotor is not constant at all points of the surface
rotation or where the thickness changes unevenly due to temperature or corrosion.
In such cases the torque sensor and monitoring hardware must be able to measure
the torque as such a frequency that a suitable number of measurement points are
available per rotation of the brake. The effect of cyclic changes in torque on the
driving experience include shudder in the for-aft direction and steering vibrations
among other things.
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2.3 Deceleration
The driver of a vehicle would generally not be too concerned with a torque mea-
surement, it has no relevance to the driving experience. From a ”Real World” point
of view, more relevant is deceleration. The deceleration in a vehicle is caused by
the combined effect of each of the wheels brakes. It is measured in a number of
ways depending on the purpose of the testing.
For a simple indicator (say for a brake noise evaluation) of deceleration, a
tube partially filled with alcohol can be used. This method compares the vehicles
acceleration with that of gravity. Such a U-Tube accelerometer was normally
used for noise tests where the acceleration measurement need not be particularly
accurate as it is only loosely coupled to the real cause of the noise.
For testing that involves more precise measurement of acceleration there are
two common methods of acceleration measurement. The first is to use a mass that
is held in location by a spring. Any acceleration on the whole mechanism causes
the mass to move relative to the housing. In some cases the mechanical movement
can be used to directly move a needle or indicator. In other cases the movement
could be sensed by an electrical transducer, such as an LVDT (linear variable
differential transformer), a potentiometer or a variable capacitor (in the case of
silicon micro-machined sensor). The second is the servomechanism approach.
This approach uses a mass, attached to a displacement sensor and acted upon by
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an electromagnetic actuator. A feedback controller acts to hold the mass in a
constant position by developing a restoring force with the actuator based on the
position of the mass. The amount of input to the actuator is then proportional to
the acceleration the assembly is experiencing. Since the system acts to prevent
the mass moving the force vs actuator input curve can be made almost perfectly
linear and thus servo type accelerometers can prove to be extremely accurate.
2.4 Temperature
The tribological properties of all friction materials change with temperature in
various ways. Some might increase in friction as the temperature increases from
ambient to a nominal value (say 200°C) and may drop off at higher temperatures
(eg. 400°C and higher). Because of the dependence on temperature it is often
important to measure it. Dynamometer testing is often run using defined initial
temperatures to allow the materials temperature dependence to be quantified.
Under normal conditions, braking requirements during driving are dictated by
road conditions (corners, traffic signs, speed limits) and traffic conditions (follow-
ing the speed of traffic). The concept of driving to achieve a specific brake rotor
temperature is not a consideration. In fact, except in the case of spirited mountain
or windy road touring or towing where brakes may get warm enough to release
odour or smoke, drivers would be generally unaware of the operating temperature
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of their brakes.
Driving tests of the type being analysed in this thesis where the route is spec-
ified and the drivers must drive the cars in a relatively normal fashion (no con-
trolled pressure or deceleration stops, no visible monitoring display) also results
in a temperature profile that is not predetermined nor consistent.
For vehicle testing aimed at establishing the friction properties of a particular
brake system and for testing the noise susceptibility of a brake system the tem-
perature is generally measured and monitored. Each stop in the test sequence will
have a predefined initial temperature and the test driver will wait until the brake
system has cooled to the appropriate temperature before commencing a stop.
The most common sensor used to measure the temperature of automotive
brake pads and rotors is the thermocouple. This is a simple device that devel-
ops a voltage at the junction of two dissimilar metals. They are extremely robust
and fairly cheap. Alternate methods include non-contact radiation pyrometers, of-
ten used on dynamometer testing. These devices measure the infra-red radiation
coming off a surface and work best only on high emissivity surfaces. The swept
area of the brake rotor is generally of fairly low emissivity and the best place to
sense from is the edge of the rotor, painted with a high temperature paint. When
fitted to a vehicle it is often not possible to arrange the sensor (which is generally
relatively bulky) in a position where an unswept region can be monitored. An-
other problem with their use on vehicles is that dirt and dust picked up from the
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road obscure the lens and can render the reading inaccurate.
2.5 Pressure
Pressure in the brake hydraulic system is what imparts a force onto the piston
and subsequently onto the brake pad. Hydraulic pressure in the brake system is
generated by the master cylinder, with force applied to it via the brake pedal and
augmented by the brake booster (vacuum assist). Measurement of the brake line
pressure is essential for estimating the brake friction level. It is a good reference to
use with performance tests on vehicle as although not directly related to the pedal
effort (due to the differing levels of assistance and due to brake bias changes) it is
much easier for a human driver to maintain constant pressure during a stop than
constant deceleration. Automobiles intended for use on public roads are generally
fitted with some form of system in order to control the proportion of braking done
by the back and the front brakes (Brake Bias). Typically this takes the form of a
spring loaded valve that limits pressure to the rear brakes once it exceeds a certain
level. On some more recent cars the brake system may be fitted with electronic
brake distribution (EBD). The reason for the brake bias control, whether hydraulic
or electronic, is to prevent the rear wheels locking prior to the front wheels to
ensure the car remains stable under heavy braking. The upshot of this is that
the brake distribution in a roadgoing vehicle may result in some anomalies in
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the pressure measurements. ABS and Stability control can also alter the pressure
being fed to the brake system. If the ABS system senses wheel lock, it will pump
fluid from the corner of the car that is locked to reduce the braking force. Once
it detects that the wheel has unlocked it will allow fluid back in from the master
cylinder. In the case of electronic stability control the brake modulator (electro-
hydraulic control system) can also pump fluid into a brake cylinder without the
driver pressing the brake pedal. This may be used for limiting wheel spinning
during acceleration (similar to a limited slip differential) or to brake the wheels
on one side of the car if the system detects a skid or slip condition where the
vehicles angular rotation is significantly different from that commanded by the
steering wheel. So long as the line pressure is measured on the circuit directly
connected to the wheel cylinders the pressure measured will be directly related to
the force which is pushing the brake pads onto the rotor, regardless of the other
factors mentioned above.
2.6 Pedal Effort
The driver of a vehicle has command over this parameter directly. For a practical
road-going vehicle the pedal effort required in a emergency braking situation is
a significant factor. It must be small enough to be easily applied by a below
average strength driver. It must also be reasonably consistent through the range of
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operating conditions the vehicle is likely to experience so as the driver can know
what to expect when the brake pedal is pressed.
Certification type testing, such as that to prove that a vehicle is safe to be driven
on a public highway, often places much emphasis on pedal effort measurements.
For example (ADR 31/01) this can take the form of failed booster tests where the
vacuum connection to the brake booster is broken and the amount of pedal force
required to slow the car down at a given deceleration is measured. If this effort is
too high then the vehicle cannot be given approval.
For monitoring purposes, there are mechanical/hydraulic methods of measur-
ing the pedal effort. A device is attached to the brake pedal temporarily that devel-
ops a hydraulic pressure proportional to the applied force and which is measured
using a pressure gauge calibrated to show force.
Generally, for recording purposes, an electrical load cell is used to generate
an electrical signal proportional to the applied force that can be measured using a
data logging device.
2.7 Noise Level
The level of noise generated by the brake system has a direct and profound influ-
ence on driver perception of the quality of the brake system. Because of the safety
implications of brake failure, drivers tend to pay significant attention to any noise
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arising from the brake system and hence such noise can be a reason for warranty
claims. Aside from the safety aspect, brake noise tends to be quite offensive and
very noticeable.
In order to evaluate a vehicle for noise propensity, some means of detecting
the noise is called for. The two commonly used devices are microphones and
accelerometers.
Microphones can be placed at each wheel of the vehicle to measure the sound
level at the source. The particular wheel that is the origin of the sound can be
generally determined by looking for the wheel that gives the strongest signal.
Rather than microphones at each wheel, it is also possible to use accelerom-
eters (piezoelectric accelerometers of wide bandwidth) placed on the calliper or
elsewhere on the brake system. A single microphone is used in the cabin (near
the driver’s head) to measure the in-cabin noise. Because the sound may be gen-
erated by any wheel, there is a need to determine which wheel (or wheels) the
sound is coming from. One way is to monitor the levels as mentioned before.
Another is to measure the correlation between each of the accelerometers and the
microphone. If a particular wheel is noisy its correlation to the microphone sig-
nal will be strong, whereas a quiet wheel will be of week correlation. This can
be somewhat automated to make the post-processing of data easier and less error
prone.
Chapter 3
HARDWARE DESIGN
3.1 Design Requirements
At the outset of the this project, the requirements for the loggers were set, based
on the following points:
• Low cost
• Compact size (in comparison to existing devices)
• Ability to be used both as a long term unattended logger and as a moni-
tor/logger for testing.
• Logging Requirements
– 4 Analogue inputs (0-5 Volts)
– 2 Temperature inputs (Thermocouple)
– Inbuilt Accelerometer
– 2 Digital Inputs (TTL Level)
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• Display for real-time monitoring of data and to assist during the running of
tests.
• Sufficient data storage capacity to provide for appropriate time between data
retrieval operations
• Ability to be configured for various sensors, allowing for recording of units,
channel name and calibration information.
• Facilities for easy data retrieval
• Outputs to be used to trigger other logging devices (EG. Noise data acqui-
sition)
• The ability to log data at up to 100Hz over all channels
• Low power consumption
A version of a similar device made earlier for the purpose was based on a readily
available microcontroller but was limited in both memory capacity and process-
ing speed. It was decided early on to make use of small form-factor Inteltm-
compatible processor modules as the main processor to provide a flexible and eas-
ily upgradeable base for the systems. This makes the use of an existing operating
systems feasible, taking advantage of their robust and well tested file, network-
ing and I/O infrastructures. Pricing of the modules was able to be fit within the
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Fig. 3.1: Logger unit and Display module
allowed budget. The power requirements were such that they could easily be run
from a vehicle accessories socket.
Another significant advantage of employing an embedded PC architecture is
access to a wide range of readily available expansion cards. For the vehicle log-
gers, a data acquisition card, a compact flash interface and a power supply were
used in addition to the CPU module. The benefits to the design gained by the use
of these modules are twofold; There is a reduction in design complexity due to
integration of many useful features in one unit with a corresponding increase in
reliability as the modules are supplied pre-tested.
An image of a prototype data logger unit and its display module are shown in
figure 3.1. A block diagram of the logger hardware can be seen in figure 3.2.
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Fig. 3.2: Hardware Block Diagram
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3.2 Commercial Technology
During the design of the data loggers, a number of commercially available de-
vices/subsystems were utilised for reasons of simplicity and reduction in devel-
opment time. Some of these devices, such as the PC/104 expansion cards were
ready to be used straight out of the box, others such as the LCD modules were of
a lower level and required a degree of interfacing to be functional.
This section discusses the reasons behind the choice of each of the modules
and the features of the same.
3.2.1 LCD
One requirement of the data logger system was that it provide a display to allow
a test driver to monitor the current vehicle operating parameters. A wide range
of options were available but the restriction on the choice was financial and also
related to the available interfaces and power supply.
During the design of the units, the option of using an LCD VGA monitor
was considered. Given that the CPU module provided both a VGA and LCD
connection (the latter being similar to that provided internal to a laptop), there
were no interfacing restriction related to this choice. During the time of design
and development the cost of a suitable display was deemed prohibitive. At the
time it was of the same magnitude as that of the rest of the system. In addition, the
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4/3 aspect ratio of conventional computer displays is not well suited to dashboard
mounting, already chosen as the optimal place from a usage point of view.
Inspiration was drawn from the devices utilised in taxis to display pick-up re-
quests and other information to the driver during their shift. Such devices use an
LCD module that has a rather long rectangular form in comparison to the near
square computer monitors. Upon examination it was found that these typically
employ a 40*4 character mode LCD module. While these would be able to dis-
play the required information, a graphical display was preferred. Bar graphs and
simulated needle style displays are far easier to monitor real-time, important when
attempting to control to constant deceleration for example. The accepted choice
was to use commercially available 64*240 pixel graphical mode LCD modules.
This module has a similar aspect ratio to the ’taxi computer’ style, with the advan-
tage of the ability to display both text and graphical information. The cost of these
modules would fit within the allowed budget. In addition to this, much experience
was gained in the control of these modules during a previous project (Fumi, 2001)
and some code had been developed that was able to be re-used.
The display module had a built-in controller to perform display refresh op-
erations and to manage character generation and display. Communication to the
display is through an 8 bit parallel interface, designed to be directly connected to
a microcontroller memory bus. Unfortunately the interface was not fast enough
for direct connection to a PC/104 (ISA equivalent) bus. For this reason the LCD
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module was connected to the system by utilising a parallel printer port. The inter-
face hardware is described in section 3.3.5 and the software described in section
4.2.1.
3.2.2 PC Module
At the heart of the in-vehicle loggers is a PC/104 platform embedded PC mod-
ule. This module, shown in figure 3.3, provides all the functionality of an IBM
compatible PC in a 100mm square plan form. Although the far smaller that a
typical PC motherboard it is functionally and electrically similar. The benefits of
the module in addition to its small size include the integration of many required
interfaces, minimising the size of the remainder of the loggers and the number of
expansion cards.
The specifications of the AXIOM module are show below:
• SiS550 Processor (586 equivalent), 166MHz
• 64 MB Ram
• I/O connections:
– HDD (used for connecting flash ROM)
– Floppy Disk Drive (not used)
– 2 Com ports (not used)
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Fig. 3.3: Embedded PC Module
– 1 LPT (used to control LCD module)
– 2 USB (not used)
– PS2 KB + Mouse available for setup/configuration
– 1 Ethernet (used for data transfer)
– VGA (used for setup and configuration)
– LCD not used (intended for VGA style LCD modules without built-in
driver hardware)
– PC/104 (used for power and to connect to DAQ card, electrically sim-
ilar to the ISA bus)
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The BIOS featured in these boards provides a quick self-test and initialisation
process. From power-up there is less than one second before the operating system
begins to load. Overall system boot time is around 14 seconds from power on to
the display showing.
The CPU module requires a single 5 volt power supply and consumes less
than 2 Amps. The processor runs sufficiently cool during normal operation that a
dedicated processor fan is not required.
3.2.3 DAQ
The Data Acquisition (DAQ) card used in the data logger/Monitors was an axiom
10410A PC/104 module, shown in figure 3.4. It has 16 single ended or 8 differ-
ential analogue inputs, 2 analogue outputs, 8 digital inputs, 8 digital outputs and
1 counter/timer channel available for users.
The DAQ card provides the primary interface between the PC hardware and
the signal conditioning and control electronics on the baseboard. The digital in-
puts are used to sense if the power is on or off and for the digital input channels.
The digital outputs are used for the power-down circuitry, for the digital outputs
and for controlling features of the pulse input (speed measurement). The analogue
inputs are used for; (1) acceleration measurements, (2) temperature inputs and (3)
external analogue inputs. The analogue outputs are not being used at present.
The counter-timer channel is used for measuring the period of digital input 1.
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There is an on-board oscillator generating a 100KHz signal. This signal drives a
counter that is enabled and disabled via an external (to the daq card) connection.
By connecting this signal to appropriate logic the counter can be made to start
counting at the one rising edge of the speed measurement input, and stop counting
at the next rising edge. The number of cycles of the 100KHz signal that are
counted represent the time taken, hence the period. By appropriately manipulating
and scaling this value a vehicle speed measurement can be arrived at from a pulsed
input from a gearbox pulse generator.
The DAQ card requires a +5 Volt supply in addition to a bipolar ±12 Volt
supply. The bipolar supply is generated from the 5 volt supply on the baseboard
with the aid of a pair of DC-DC converter modules. This supply is also used to
power the thermocouple interface and is described later in this document.
A problem with the analogue inputs plagued the system early on. There was
what seemed to be a significant amount of capacitive loading on the inputs causing
logically adjacent channels to interfere with each other. Measurements of the
signals with an oscilloscope showed spikes on the logged signals that lined up
with the switching between channels and reinforced this theory. A number of
attempts were made to minimise the effect, including the use of voltage followers
to ensure the lowest possible impedance driving the inputs and different forms
of analogue filtering. No hardware solution was found that would completely
eliminate the problem. Application of digital filtering within the software resulted
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Fig. 3.4: PC/104 DAQ Module
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in an acceptable noise level at the price of reduced bandwidth.
More recently it was discovered that the current draw on the +12 volt rail of
the DAQ card was somewhat higher than specified and because of this overload
the nominally 12 volt rail was falling to less than 7 volts on occasions. As the load
is not constant and the current limiting of the DC-DC converter varies somewhat
with temperature and between different units the voltage was found to be 12 volts
on all but one occasion where the problem was attributed to a damaged DC-DC
converter module. The brownout issue did not become obvious until some time
after the original design phase. The solution was to replace the 2 Watt DC-DC
converter on the +12V rail with a 3 Watt device. This has been performed on one
of the prototype units and resulted in a very clean A/D measurements with the
output varying by little more than 1 LSB for a constant input. Without further
research into the mechanism of the measurement error the cause is not fully un-
derstood. It is possible that switching between channels was causing a droop in
the power supply voltage that manifested itself as an error in the voltage measure-
ment.
The power and interface signals for the DAQ card are provided through the
PC/104 bus with the DAQ card located on the same stack as the CPU card.
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3.2.4 Power Supply
In order to perform satisfactorily in an automotive environment the data loggers
must be able to run from the vehicles nominal 12V power system. In actual fact,
the voltage of a car electrical system is nominally between 12V and 15V. It is
possible that for brief moments during load dump situations where a heavy load is
suddenly switched off (headlights or a thermo-fan for example) that the rail volt-
age reach over 40 volts. This is especially so if the battery becomes disconnected.
The power supply module used in the device is an off-the-shelf item designed
to run from an automotive power system and accept the wide range of input volt-
ages that may ensue. The nominal 12 volt supply to the cards is provided from
the car battery, firstly run through the power switching circuitry described later.
This circuitry is responsible for switching the ’always on’ battery power to the
power supply when requested by the units. The output is a regulated 5 volt supply
capable of driving more than 3 amps. It is a switching power supply of reasonable
efficiency that generates minimal heat.
The voltage regulation is adequate for the digital circuitry within the loggers
but is too noisy and not sufficiently well regulated to be suitable for powering
the analogue circuitry (sensors and references). In addition to this the DAQ card
requires a ±12V supply. The 12V bipolar (positive and negative) supply is gener-
ated from the 5V supply using commercially available DC-DC converter modules.
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Fig. 3.5: PC/104 Power Supply Module
These modules yield a well regulated 12V output suitable for powering the ana-
logue circuitry.
3.2.5 Compact Flash Card and Interface Module
Laptop hard drives were considered early on as a candidate for data storage in
the loggers. Whilst they would be quite suitable from a size and data volume
perspective the biggest risk was posed by the vibration and shock loadings present
in a moving vehicle. By virtue of their integrated circuit construction, compact
flash cards are far more robust in the presence of significant vibration.
With a capacity of 128MB at least a month, and up to a year worth of data can
be logged, depending on the data recording rate. The flash cards in the loggers
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are set up with two partitions. The First, 110MB in size, is used for data storage
and system configuration storage. It is an MS-DOS FAT format. The Second of
16MB, is formatted as a linux EXT2 file system and is used to hold the Linux
operating system and the logger software. The system boots from the second
partition.
In order to connect the compact flash cards to the CPU module, a PC/104
compact flash card module was chosen. This unit provides a connector for a CF
card and an IDE connection to make the data connection to the processor module.
As far as the CPU is concerned it has a hard drive connected to it. A photo of this
module is shown in figure 3.6.
Both the power supply and the Compact flash card modules are of PC/104
form factor but the only electrical connections actually utilised are the 5 volt power
and ground return connections. For packaging reasons, it was decided that the
most appropriate layout would have the cards laid out in two stacks, one side
with the CPU and DAQ cards, the other with the power supply and compact flash
cards. This allows the unit to be placed in a case that is low enough to fit under a
car seat. Minimal PCB interconnections were required to make this arrangement
functional.
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Fig. 3.6: PC/104 Compact Flash and PCMCIA Module
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3.3 Additional Circuitry
The logger was first prototyped on Veroboard 1. This was done to ensure that the
circuitry would work and give acceptable performance. It also allowed a mea-
sure of software development during the time that the hardware development was
progressing.
A printed circuit board was developed soon after getting the veroboard version
operating as it was planned as part of this project that ten of the units be built up.
The board allows the two stacks of PC/104 modules to be connected whilst also
incorporating other functionality provided by smaller devices such as thermocou-
ple amplifier IC’s and the power supply and control. The boards are a four layer
design with a 5 Volt power plane and a ground plane. A number of important
things were learned from the vero prototype and considered during the design of
the PCB’s but there were also a number of small changes found to be necessary
after the PCB’s were manufactured. It would be beneficial at this stage to design
a second version of the PCB to rectify the problems and possibly add some new
features although this will not be incorporated into this thesis.
A schematic diagram of the additional circuitry is furnished in appendix A.
The board has connectors to connect the power supply between the two stacks
of PC/104 cards and to access the interrupt lines from the CPU stack for the speed
1 Veroboard is a prototyping board with copper tracks running lengthwise and a matrix of holes
for components.
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Fig. 3.7: Logger Motherboard
input. It has circuitry to manage the power supply switching. It contains the 5
volt to 12 volt converter modules that provide power for the data acquisition and
other analogue circuitry. It provides features to handle speed input triggers, fire
interrupts and gate the timer. Finally it has thermocouple conditioning circuitry
to convert the thermocouple signal from a low voltage (60-70mv) to a high level
signal (0-5 volts) for the DAQ card to accept. An addition to the circuit after the
PCB was manufactured was amplifier circuitry to give the accelerometer inputs a
voltage gain of 2 in order to maximise the resolution and minimise loading of the
sensor outputs.
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3.3.1 Speed Input
The in-vehicle loggers have been designed to use pulse type speed sensors. These
generate a square wave where each cycle represents a certain distance. The fre-
quency of the waveform therefore represents the speed. The raw square wave
signal must be appropriately processed to suit the input to the timer/counter hard-
ware in the DAQ Card.
The counter timer hardware is based on a binary counter with some logic to
allow various trigger and clock topologies to be chosen via software. The refer-
ence signal used in the speed measurement case is an oscillator in the DAQ card
operating at 100KHz. By counting the number of cycles of the reference signal
between two speed sensor events the time between the events can be determined.
The circuitry in the loggers is armed through software by writing to the appro-
priate bit in the I/O port. This prepares for receiving the first low-to-high transition
of the speed input. Once a transition is recognised the counter is enabled and be-
gins counting from 0. On receipt of a second low-to-high transition, the counter is
disabled and the trigger circuitry resets, ready to be re-armed. The value held in
the counter represents the time between the two consecutive speedometer pulses
(one cycle). In addition to this, if the delay between the two pulses is long enough
such that the 16 bit counter reaches its limit (65535) and then overflows back to 0
then the counter stops and a digital output is set. This output from the timer circuit
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is fed into the I/O port to allow it to be read by the driver software. If the counter
has overflowed then the time between pulses is not known and it is assumed that
the vehicle is stationary.
To notify the operating system and ultimately the driver software that a pulse
has been detected an interrupt request is generated upon receipt of a pulse. When
an an interrupt condition is recognised the processor runs a specific piece of code
called an interrupt handler. The interrupt handler in this case records the counter
value, resets the counter and causes the interrupt condition to be deasserted (resets
the interrupt circuit). Interrupts are commonly used in computers for events such
as receiving key presses and processing characters from the serial port where the
timing of such events is asynchronous (not related in time) to the running program.
Due to limitations in the design it is not possible to measure consecutive cycles
(only every second cycle can be measured) and there is a limit to the maximum
pulse rate that can be processed. The limitation on consecutive pulse measure-
ments is due to the fact that the circuit needs to be re-triggered after measuring
between two pulses. This is not a major issue as the speed of a vehicle gener-
ally will not change significantly from cycle to cycle (the acceleration is relatively
slow in comparison to the speedometer pulse frequency). The limit on maximum
pulse rate is that the processor takes a finite amount of time to run the interrupt
handler and if it has not completed handling one interrupt before a second is re-
quested then the second gets missed. A counter can be used to reduce the pulse
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Fig. 3.8: Example of some thermocouples with connectors
rate by an integer multiple to drop the incoming frequency to an acceptable value
if it is necessary.
3.3.2 Thermocouple Interface
A thermocouple is a device used to measure temperature. It consists of a cou-
pling between two dissimilar metals of specific types, employing the Seebeck
effect to generate a small voltage, the magnitude of which can be related to the
temperature at the junction. The voltage actually measured also depends on the
temperature of the measuring junction as well. There are many methods that can
be used to compensate for the temperature of the junction, including the use of a
second thermocouple submerged in ice water (Hence the oft-used term ’ice-point
compensation’).
The means chosen for the data loggers was to make use of readily available
thermocouple interface integrated circuits. The devices are designated ’AD595’
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and are manufactured by Analog Devicestm . These devices have the required
cold-junction compensation and temperature linearization features built in. Aside
from providing them with an appropriate power supply and connecting the ther-
mocouples, there is little else required to connect a thermocouple up to a data
acquisition system. These device output a significant amount of noise while oper-
ating with practical thermocouple lead lengths. Shorter wires between the logger
and the thermocouple reduce the magnitude of the noise considerably, as does
correct earthing. Software filtering of the digital data stream is able to reduce the
remaining noise to an acceptable level. Filtering of temperature signals is partic-
ularly easy to arrange given the low bandwidth nature of temperature sensors.
3.3.3 Power Management
A problem that was considered early on in this project was how to maintain the
integrity of the filesystem when the power was being turned on and off. In a
conventional PC environment, the user chooses the powerdown option from a
shutdown menu and the operating system ensures that all filesystems are in a safe
state. It was clear from the outset that this approach would not be feasible for
two primary reasons. The first was that the PC modules did not directly support
any form of power management hardware or interface and the second was that the
completed devices were intended to be work unattended and without a monitor or
keyboard attached in some instances.
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Power management hardware was developed to allow the PC to signal a power
shutdown. An input was provided to the units to signal them to power up or down
based on its state. The intended source for this input is the accessories or ’ignition
on’ signal from the vehicles electrical system such that the units will power up
when the ignition it turned on and shut down when the vehicle is turned off.
From a software point of view, all filesystems are mounted (i.e. connected to
the operating system) read-only during normal operation. The software control-
ling the logging features mounts the datalogging drive in read-write mode only
whilst it is running. At the same time, the level of the ’powerup’ input is mon-
itored to note if the vehicle has been turned off. If the driver shuts the vehicle
off, the logger software recognises the change of state, unmounts the filesystem
(ensuring its integrity) and signals the power management hardware to shut the
system down.
3.3.4 Accelerometer Interfacing
The accelerometers used for the loggers are Analogue Devices ADXL202 MEMS
(micro-electromechanical sensor) chips. These devices use a miniature silicon
comb-like structure as a means of measuring acceleration, and are configured to
measure acceleration in two directions.
The output from the chip can be obtained in two forms. The first is as a pulse
stream of varying duty cycle. The frequency can be set using a resistor. This
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Fig. 3.9: Accelerometer Card
method is useful if the device is to be connected to a microcontroller chip with
spare timing inputs. No such inputs were available on the DAQ card. As an
alternative there is an analogue output from the accelerometer chip. This output
from the accelerometer gives a voltage centred around 2.5 volts (assuming a 5v
supply) and varies about that point depending on the acceleration experienced by
the sensor. The output of the devices is of a high impedance (nominal 32k ohm)
and thus required buffering to make it compatible with the DAQ card input. The
signal from the IC has a span of 35% of the 5V supply over the full range of
acceleration. As circuitry was required to buffer the signal as mentioned above
it was a simple task to also add gain in order to increase the span of the output
voltage and make better use of the A-D converter range.
The initial design had the accelerometer IC powered from the system 5 volt
supply via a noise filter. It was found that although the filter attenuated the higher
frequency components of the supply noise there was a low frequency fluctuations
in the voltage of around 0.2 volts depending on the vehicle battery voltage and
the load on the circuit (this in turn was dependent on what was being run at the
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time). The output of the accelerometer IC is a ratio of the supply voltage where
the ratio is proportional to the applied acceleration, whereas the A/D input mea-
sures absolute voltage. Because of this, the A/D readings will reflect both changes
in acceleration (good) and changes in supply rail voltage (not so good). In order
to solve this issue, a separate regulated power supply was provided to the ac-
celerometer circuit. This solved the problem and assisted in eliminating much of
the measurement noise in the accelerometer subsystem.
3.3.5 LCD Module Interface
The purpose of the display module interface is to make the connection between
the printer port signals, the LCD module and the keys on the front of the display
module. Because of the specific power supply requirements of the LCD modules,
additional logic was required to ensure that the correct power supply sequencing
was achieved.
The display modules have five control lines. These are: read enable, write
enable, command/data select, reset and module enable. Along with the control
lines is an 8 bit bidirectional bus for carrying data and commands.
Commands provided by the module include those to set the configuration, the
graphics and text cursor positions, user defined characters, request data from the
display and to send data to the display.
The display modules require a negative supply to control the LCD contrast
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Fig. 3.10: LCD Module Interface Board
as well as a 5 volt supply for the logic circuitry. To avoid damage, the negative
supply should only be enabled once the logic supply is stable and the module is
brought out of reset and it should also be disabled if the display is to be reset.
This is to avoid the potentially damaging situation of the LCD pixel array being
exposed to direct current.
Communication with the display modules is via an 8 bit bidirectional data
bus under the control of five command signals. The command signals are read
enable, write enable, command/data selection, reset and data bus enable. There
are also power connections to the modules, a 5 volt logic supply and a negative
12V (nominal) supply for the LCD pixels.
The keys used on the display modules are normally open push-buttons.
A PC printer port provides an 8 bit, bi-directional, parallel interface. The eight
data signals are wired directly from the printer port to the LCD module’s data bus.
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These signals carry all the data and commands travelling between the LCD and
the PC.
Along with 8 data lines are four dedicated output lines and five dedicated input
lines. All these pins are accessible through software via the I/O on the PC. These
pins are used for two purposes; (1) The input pins are used for the keypad and (2)
The four output signals are used for controlling the display. One is used as the
read/write connection to choose whether data is being sent to or received from the
module. The second to enable the module (this causes the data transfer to take
place. A third chooses between data and command transfers. A fourth is used to
reset the module and to enable the backplane supply.
Translating between the read/write and enable inputs to the read, write and
enable pins on the LCD is accomplished easily using discrete logic integrated
circuits. The single read/write pin is logic high for read, logic low for write. Upon
activating the enable line from the PC, either the read or write pin and the enable
pin on the LCD are activated, depending on the state of the read/write line.
Besides resetting the LCD module the reset line switches the negative back-
plane power supply on and off (the backplane power is used by the module to
power the LCD segments and controls the contrast level). When the module is
reset the negative supply is off. When the module is taken out of reset then the
supply is turned back on. With the use of timing elements sequencing power and
reset, the operating requirements of the display are satisfied.
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Four of the input signals are used for the buttons on the display modules. Each
key has its own wire to allow combinations of keys to be pressed without causing
problems.
Connection to the main logger box is accomplished through a modified printer
port connection, altered to provide both a 5 volt and negative 12 volt supply
through pins that are normally used as ground pins on a printer port. The main
consideration here is that a conventional printer extension lead may cause a short
circuit as they often connect the ground pins together.
Chapter 4
SOFTWARE DESIGN
4.1 Operating System
Linux has been chosen for the operating system in the Vehicle Loggers for a num-
ber of reasons. It is free to use, keeping in line with the general low-cost nature of
the vehicle loggers. It provides built-in support for networking. Common distri-
butions are provided with compilers and libraries to allow program development
without purchasing extra software. Linux supports multitasking (running more
than one program at a time) and is very robust and reliable.
Linux comes in many distributions, each containing the same basic files but
with small differences. The distribution utilised for the in-vehicle loggers is Red-
hat 6.2 . Whilst this distribution is a few years old now, it had some advantage
over the latest versions for the purposes of this project. Its kernel compiles to a
smaller file, important in making the most of the limited flash disk space. There is
a wealth of support on the Internet in the form of ’how-tos’ (basically small tutori-
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als on how to set up various hardware and software features) and other documents
that were applicable to this version of Linux. These formed an invaluable resource
during the programming of the loggers. In addition, My personal experience level
with this distribution was a deciding factor in choosing this version of Linux.
The Logger boxes are running a cut-down version of Linux which takes up
less than 10MB (compressed) of the memory cards. It is possible to connect a
monitor and keyboard to the boxes and log into them. There is a shell (bash) and
programs such as a text editor (vi), and many others installed on the boxes. This
allows certain configuration tasks to be performed directly on the units themselves
without requiring the memory card to be removed.
Preparing a small distribution for the loggers from a full-fledged desktop dis-
tribution was a significant task. The heart of that distribution is the kernel. It is
a file of around 800KB that gets loaded into memory as the system boots. This
program is responsible for managing all of the resources within the computer, in-
cluding the filesystem, memory, security, networking and other I/O. It facilitates
access to the I/O by user and system applications. It does not actually control all
of the devices on the computer itself, rather it supervises the software modules
that do (even though these modules can be include into the one monolithic kernel
if desired). The kernel is also responsible for sharing processor time between all
running programs (multitasking).
Within the Redhat 6.2 distribution, there are the files required to compile a
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custom kernel. This allowed a kernel to be created that provided support for the
required hardware without any extras. Because the data loggers are all using ex-
actly the same hardware it is possible to make a much smaller kernel than the
generic Kernel provided in the distribution by including only those modules that
are absolutely necessary.
Once the Kernel is running, it looks in a particular directory for a program
called ”init”. This program reads a command file called inittab which describes
what programs are needed to be run to bring up and shut down the Linux system.
These tasks include mounting drives, starting up networking and running the login
program which shows the login prompt.
Linux uses shared libraries to run programs. If a program requires a function
from a given library it needs only refer to the name of the library and the name
of the function. If two or more programs use functions from the same library
it will only be loaded once and all programs will share the same instance. This
has a number of benefits. Memory use is minimised since only one instance of
the library is ever loaded. Executable files are smaller because they only need
to contain code that is explicitly entered by the programmer, calling on library
functions for more generic functionality. In addition, it is possible to upgrade a
library (eg. if a bug is found) without the need to recompile each program that
uses it.
For each program added to the distribution, a check was made on what libraries
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are required. This is done using a program called ’ldd’. Each of the libraries found
to be required were subsequently included into the distribution.
Security issues have not been addressed at this stage of development. All that
is required to log into a console shell account is a user name (no password is
required). Future applications may require that security be upgraded to take into
account risks such as unauthorised data manipulation, Internet connectivity risks
and other unforeseen security issues.
4.2 Logger Control Software Overview
The software running in the vehicle loggers consists of a number of components.
The LCD and DAQ systems are controlled via kernel drivers. These modules
interact closely with the operating system, at a level close to the processor and
are able to interact with hardware, memory and interrupts. The idea is that any
hardware interaction by user programs under Linux takes place through a well
defined interface provided by a kernel driver. This interface works through many
of the same functions used to manipulate files.
The advantage of this is that it forces a distinction between driver modules and
the programs that control them, and allows for a degree of security by giving the
operating system the ability to control access to the file linking the program to a
device.
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The drivers for the LCD work at a fairly low level, performing only minor
translation of the commands before passing them to the LCD module. Commands
sent to the LCD driver consist of a buffer offset and a pointer to the buffer in user
space. The amount of data to transfer is also sent. The driver simply passes the
data through to the LCD module unaltered.
The software is split into a number of distinctly separate modules. The LCD
and DAQ cards have separate driver modules (kernel modules) that control them,
The operating system has its own files and there is a main program that uses the
driver modules and makes used of them.
The main program can also be broken down into modules. An input mod-
ule uses the data acquisition driver module to access the current voltage at the
analogue inputs as well as the current odometer, vehicle speed and digital input
readings and takes care of calibration. There is a module that displays data from
the input module onto the LCD. There is a third module that takes data from the
input module and records it to the logfile as the data becomes available. A fourth
module serves as a common point between all the other modules. It polls the LCD,
keypad and the input module for data and takes care of tasks as they arive.
A software block diagram can be seen in figure 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1: Software Block Diagram
4.2.1 LCD Kernel Driver
The LCD module connects to the logger unit using a modified PC parallel printer
port connection. The pin configuration for the data connections are standard but
the ground connections are modified to also provide the requrired 5 volt and neg-
ative 12V power supplies. The actual pin layouts for all of the unit’s external
electrical connectors can be found in Appendix B.
There are a number of common printer port IO addresses that are used in a PC
compatible architecture. The driver described here is designed to use 0x378 as the
base address, although this can be changed in the code. It is possible to write code
to automatically search for a printer port but due to the software being designed
to use one hardware configuration this was not considered necessary.
A standard printer port makes use of three addresses. The first is that of the
data bus itself. Each bit in this port corresponds to a pin on the data bus. Writing
to the port will output the byte of data onto the pins. Reading the value contained
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in the port will return the current state of the pins (assuming that the input buffer
is enabled). The second port is the control port. This port serves two purposes.
Firstly, there are four output-only pins on the printer connector that are controlled
using this port. Secondary, one bit determines whether the data bus is functioning
as an input or an output. The third and final IO port is called the status port. This
port is used to read the current state of the input-only pins of the printer port.
The driver/controller chip in the LCD display relies on polling for handshak-
ing. The computer must read from the display at least once between each com-
mand to confirm that the display is ready to accept another command or byte of
data. The ramification of this is that the updating the display requires significant
processor intervention.
The Linux scheduling module allows user tasks to be preempted (that is, sus-
pended for a short time to allow other tasks to run) as a means of implementing
multitasking. Kernel tasks, such as servicing driver requests, are not able to be
preempted by the operating system unless a particular function is called that yields
control and allows the kernel to check if there are other tasks to be run. In order
that other running tasks do not get unnecessarily delayed during display updates,
the routine responsible for updating the LCD calls the yield function at regular
intervals allowing other processes to keep running in the background.
There are some things that can be improved with respect to scheduling. The
primary concern is that even though the driver yields control to the operating sys-
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tem, the process that initiated the write to the screen is blocked from running until
the display update has been performed. This requires careful consideration of
what parts of a program need to run concurrently and splitting these of as separate
processes to resolve issues.
From a software perspective, controlling the display is a fairly straightforward
task. There are two types of requests to the display. Control commands and data
writes. Control commands effect things such as moving the cursor around on the
screen or choosing between writing to the graphic and text buffers within the LCD
module.
Writing to the text-mode screen requires writing one byte to the module for
each character. The module supports both single character and multi-character
writes, depending on the amount of data to be written. The graphics mode screen
requires 40 bytes per row of pixels. Each byte controls 6 pixels (due to the choice
of a 40 character-per-row text format).
In order to simplify the API (applications programming interface, the pro-
grammers view of the display) the display driver’s view of the graphics screen
is that each row consists of 30 bytes where each byte represents 8 pixels. This
approach is much simpler to work with from a software point of view. Translation
between the software buffer representation and the display module representation
is managed by the driver. A side benefit of this approach is that two maps of the
screen can be kept in memory. A memory image of the current display contents,
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as well as a modified version are both maintained in memory. By stepping through
each byte of the two maps, it can be easily determined which have been altered
since the last screen update. Only those areas of the screen that have been altered
need be updated to the LCD module, minimising the amount of communication
required.
In order to make use of the kernel mode driver, a user mode driver (able to
be accessed by privileged software) is the final connection between the software
and the display. This driver exposes interfaces to perform high level tasks such as
drawing lines and displaying bitmaps by making use of the lower level function-
ality provided by the kernel driver.
4.2.2 Data Acquisition Card Driver
Data Acquisition for the in-vehicle loggers involves both analogue inputs, digital
inputs and pulse inputs, as well as controlling digital outputs.
The Data acquisition card is a PC/104 bus device. It is accessed through the
IO bus and has 16 registers to control the various features of the card. The driver
software provides the low-level support for configuring and communicating with
the DAQ card, including setting sampling rates and number of channels, sending
digital output to the digital output port, retrieving digital inputs and reading a/d
input voltages.
The analogue to digital hardware is fairly straightforward to control. There
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are eight available A/D channels, all of which are accessible by reading a single
IO register. A hardware timer is programmed to trigger acquisition of the first
channel at fixed intervals. The vehicle loggers have been set up to log every 10ms
(100Hz) although this can be easily changed through software. After completing
the data conversion, the data for the first channel is ready to be retrieved from the
IO register. The DAQ card triggers a processor interrupt to notify the processor of
the completed task. The interrupt handler routine triggers acquisition on the next
channel. All eight channels are read in a similar fashion. Once all are read, the
data from all the channels is assembled into an array and the record stored into a
queue (buffer). Whatever software is monitoring the data reads it from the queue
when it’s ready.
As the software does not consume processor time until there is data available
(and the interrupt is triggered), processor intervention is minimised and the system
runs as efficiently as possible.
The analogue input driver stores all data to a software buffer. The primary
reason for this is to ensure that the data is logged at a consistent rate and that no
samples are lost, even if other running tasks make use of the processor for ex-
tended periods of time. The samples are retrieved at a constant rate from the data
acquisition card. The samples are placed into the buffer. If the task responsible
for reading the data is busy and unable to read the data then the buffer will hold
the data until it is able to be processed.
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The I/O address of the data acquisition card is set using jumpers on the card.
The address was set to an unused space in the IO address space. The card uses 16
addresses in the I/O address space to control all of the features of the card. It is
possible (although not explored in this thesis) to use direct memory access (DMA)
to automatically transfer data from the analogue-to-digital converters directly to
memory without requiring processor intervention for every sample.
The sampling rate is controlled by a counter-timer on-board the DAQ card. It
is possible to set any rate from around 1Hz up to around 3KHz. Rates other than
these are possible but may require an external trigger. The pulse input subsystem
also makes use of a counter-timer circuit on the DAQ card to make edge to edge
measurements of the frequency of a signal. This input is useful for measuring
wheel speed and other frequency inputs.
The counter-timer hardware on the DAQ card consists primarily of a 16 bit
software configurable counter. Electrical connections are provided to connect a
clock signal, a gate signal and an output signal. The exact functionality of each
pin depends on the operating mode. In the mode utilised for period (and ultimately
speed) measurement, the clock pin is provided with a 100KHz square wave, the
gate is used to enable or disable the counter from counting and the output sig-
nal changes state if the counter overflows. For the A/D conversion rate control
the counter is used to divide the reference frequency down to the desired sample
frequency.
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Circuitry on the baseboard to support the speed measurement functionality
provides the counter-timer with the appropriate gate signal to enable counting at
appropriate times relative to the received pulse train. It is also responsible for the
generation of a hardware interrupt. Once armed via a digital output pin, a low-
high transition on the pulse input will cause an interrupt to be generated. The
driver software services this interrupt, incrementing the pulse count (providing an
odometer function), managing the timer and re-arming the circuit.
The gate input is normally held in a disabled state. Once armed, the timer
logic will enable the gate on receipt of a low-high transition of the input. The gate
is returned to the disabled state on the subsequent low-high transition. The gate
is therefore active for a duration equal to the period of the incoming waveform.
Since the counter is only able to count while the gate is active and considering
that the rate of counting is a fixed, relatively high frequency, the number of counts
while the gate is active is a measure of the period of the incoming signal. One area
of concern with this regime is that of the range of periods that can be measured.
On the one hand, the shortest measurable period is limited by the clock frequency.
Since this is set to 100KHz, discernible incoming signals are limited to around
50KHz with significantly limited resolution at that frequency. At the other end of
the scale, the lowest measurable period is that where the 16 bit counter exceeds
65535 and rolls back to 0. If the counter does overflow, the counter-timer’s output
pin becomes active. This is monitored by the software via another digital input
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and if it occurs the software interprets it as an infinite period (frequency = 0).
To simplify the software interface to the DAQ driver, it was deemed unnec-
essary to send an updated speed/odometer value each time a pulse is received.
Rather, the speed and odometer values form part of the data ’packet’ that car-
ries the analogue readings. For the purposes of vehicle speed measurement this
method works fine. To use the data acquisition driver for other purposes (such
as feedback for a real-time control algorithm) another method would likely be
required.
4.2.3 Main Program (nmaim)
This software makes use of the device drivers described above and serves a num-
ber of purposes. Its primary purpose is to take data from the data acquisition card
via the driver and store it to the compact flash card. At the same time it is also
responsible for displaying the data to the LCD for viewing by the driver. Other
tasks performed by the software are scaling and smoothing of the analogue signals
and providing features for zeroing the accelerometers.
Using data from the DAQ card coming through the driver module, the first
task of the main program is to take the raw integer numbers coming from the A-D
inputs and converting them to engineering units. It also attaches units and a name
to each channel so that from there on, the data has a defined meaning.
The name of the class which performs this task is ’VehicleDaq’. It implements
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an event-based data transfer model that notifies it whenever data is available from
the DAQ driver and subsequently, once that data has been processed, notifies all
of the classes listening for new calibrated data.
The means of calibration utilised uses two points, an offset and a scale factor.
The offset is the value the input integer takes when the input is zeroed. The scale
represents the meaning of a unit change in the input. i.e., if a 1 unit change of the
integer represents a change of 0.001221 volts and the input units were volts then
the scale factor would be 0.001221.
Each channel also has an hysteresis control. This is a value by which the
input must change by before the calibrated output changes. For example, if the
hysteresis is 1 volt and the current output is two volts, then the output will not
change until the input is either greater than three volts or less than 1 volt. This can
reduce the amount of noise from a signal at the expense of accuracy.
Smoothing of the signal is provided using a recursive filter algorithm, whereby
a weighted average of the old and new data value is calculated. Depending on
the proportion of old to new, the smoothing constant can be adjusted to give the
smoothest output whilst retaining as much bandwidth as possible.
Finally, each channel has associated with it two text strings. One stores the
name of the channel (eg. ’Pressure’) and the other stores the units (eg. ’kPa’)
In addition to the calibration and label details, this class is also responsible
for combining the Y (vertical) and X (longitudinal) acceleration signals into a
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common acceleration measurement, allowing for misalignment of the logger units
(where the accelerometer is housed) with respect to the vehicle.
With the data samples now in engineering units and appropriately smoothed
the task of showing information to the driver is looked after by the Displayer class.
Like the ’vehicleDaq’ class, the Displayer class also implements the event driven
model. Each time an event is triggered from the ’vehicleDaq’ class, this class is
notified.
The Displayer class draws the background of the screen upon initialisation. It
draws borders onto the screen between the different areas and displays the names
and units for each of the display locations in the appropriate positions. The nu-
merical scale for the bar graph along the bottom of the screen is also drawn during
initialisation. Information on what channels are to be displayed where on the
screen is held in the configuration file.
Once a data sample is received the update function displays the data at the
location(s) described within the configuration file. The update rate is able to be
adjusted through the configuration file to give the most readable display. For
example, the bar graph can be updated very quickly because it is only the position
of the bar that needs to be seen and it is easy for the human eye to see both
the absolute position and the relative changes with reasonably fast updates. The
numerical data is not so easy to interpret quickly without becoming blurred so is
updated much slower (twice a second worked well on the prototypes).
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In a similar fashion to the displayer class the logger class also listens for new
data sample events, but instead of displaying them on the screen it saves them to
a file.
Information on which channels are active is stored within the logger class.
When the class is initialised an entry is made in the logfile showing what channels
are active, their name and units, the current date and the time. Each recorded
sample has only the numerical data and the sample number to allow the time to be
determined. It is possible to create a marker entry in the file that stamps the date
and time again in order to indicate a specific event during the drive.
The recording rate is based on the sampling rate. The setting describes how
many samples from the ’vehicleDaq’ class there are per recorded sample. As an
example a 100Hz sampling rate combined with a logger recording rate value of
5 will give 100/5 or 20Hz recording. Two choices of recording rate are available
and are switched automatically based on the level of up to 2 of the monitored
channels. The settings are stored in the configuration file. The primary purpose is
to have a low recording rate for accelerating/continuous speed driving and a faster
rate for braking. Both channels must be above their threshold for the faster rate to
be active, otherwise the slow rate is active.
Due to the design of the systems there is a need for a single loop that brings
everything else together. The polling loop calls the different functions that make
up the rest of the program. The first role is to get information from the networking,
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the data acquisition and the keypad handler. If any of these have data waiting then
it is the task of this part of the program to call the appropriate polling function to
make use of the available data.
This function forms the entry and exit point of the software also, with any quit
actions being effected by this function.
It is important when coding under a multi-threading operating system that the
program not make excessive use of processor time. To achieve this, each of the
device drivers described above implements non-blocking IO and supports the poll
device function. When the main program attempts to read data from a device it
will always return straight away, even when there’s no data available. The poll
function allows the main program to wait for one or more devices to be available
for communication. A list is assembled of devices that are it wants to read from
or write to. The functional effect of this is that the execution thread can be made
to wait for one or more of the device drivers to have data ready to be read without
using any processor time, thus keeping the system available for other threads to
run. Aside from the obvious operational benefits this conserves power as the
processor is able to spend some amount of time in a lower power idle mode.
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4.3 Data Analysis Software
Software written in VBA (Visual Basic for Applications as installed in Excel) was
used to post-process the text file containing the data from the drive. It allows a
number of raw data files to be chosen, summarising each to a different worksheet
within an Excel workbook.
The data is broken down into engine off, on-brake (stops) and off-brake sec-
tions. Stops and off-brake sections are summarised. The summary data for each
stop/off brake section includes the initial and final temperature, the initial and final
speed, the average and minimum acceleration (maximum deceleration), the maxi-
mum and average pressure, the time and duration of the stop, the initial odometer
reading and the length of the stop. The software is able to determine the appropri-
ate summary data to present for each logged channel based on the units of the data
in the logfile. In addition, the post-processing software joins the various sections
of the drive (each section begins with a marker record where the odometer and
sample numbers begin from zero) so that the data appears contiguous (the times
are sequential and the odometer readings increase monotonically with time). The
files retrieved from the logger containing were manually broken down into sep-
arate sessions using a text editor. The differences in the start and end times of
the drives and small differences in the length of the drives made it difficult to au-
tomate. Manually separating the files also allowed any errors (such as partially
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completed records that would cause problems in the analysis software) to be re-
moved from the files.
The data from each loop of the test route was tagged with the name of the
driver and whether it was a morning or afternoon session to facilitate later evalu-
ation of the data.
An overall summary of each drive was created calculating such parameters as
the overall drive length, the maximum and average deceleration and the ratio of
on-brake to off-brake distance.
Chapter 5
SETTINGS AND CALIBRATION
5.1 Analogue Inputs
Before the data loggers were installed into cars, they required calibration. The
method for calibrating the sensors involved applying a known physical influence
to each sensor and choosing a scale and offset to match this. At present the loggers
are only capable of accepting a linear sensor input. A future addition will be the
ability to enter a look-up table of input and output values to compensate for non-
linear sensors.
The data loggers require two values to be entered to achieve calibration. The
first is the digital reading that would occur for a zero input (Even if there is no way
of actually achieving a zero input as in the case of an absolute pressure sensor).
The second is the scale factor, which can ultimately be interpreted as the value of
a 1 digit change at the output. For example, if a temperature sensor was calibrated
at 0°C and 100°C returning digital values of 0 and 200 respectively then the offset
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value would be 0 and the scale factor would be 0.5. For each one digital unit the
temperature has changed 0.5°C. This is shown in eqns (5.1) and (5.2).
Offset = I0 (5.1)
Scale =
Ofs
Ifs − I0 (5.2)
Where:
I0 is AD counts for zero input (eg. 0°C)
Ifs is AD counts for calibration point (eg. 100°C)
Ofs is calibration point in engineering units (eg. 100)
The value at zero input is used as the offset value. The zero value is subtracted
from the full scale value.
A first order recursive filter algorithm is applied to each of the analogue inputs,
according to eqn (5.3)
Sn+1 =
kI + (256− k)Sn
256
(5.3)
where:
Sn is the output sample
I is the input from the A-D
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k is the filter constant
A filter constant of 0 means infinite filtering (output never changes). A value
of 255 means no filtering (all new values). Anything in between gives varied
amounts of filtering to the signal. Note also that this filter is actually implemented
slightly differently in order that the precision not be lost as it is implemented in
integer arithmetic.
A hysteresis function is also implemented so that any remaining noise may
be eliminated from the output. This simply sets a minimum amount of change
for the reading. If a new reading is different from the old reading by more than
the hysteresis value, it becomes the current reading, else the old reading remains.
This is very useful for noisy signals as the hysteresis can stabilise readings that
are changing by one or two bits, at the expense of a possible loss of accuracy
depending on the nature of the noise.
5.2 Pulse Input
The speedometer and odometer readings are calibrated slightly differently. Be-
cause the sender (sensor) in the car generates a digital signal of one pulse per unit
distance (distance depends on the vehicle being tested), there is no need for a zero
calibration point. If no pulses are received within a given time (based on the count
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rate), then it is represented as zero speed.
For the odometer, the calibration value is the distance-per-pulse (in the units
of the odometer channel).
For the speedometer, the calibration factor is the number of counts (at 100KHz)
between consecutive speedometer pulses at 1 unit speed. In figure 5.1, an example
is given of a speedometer signal (voltage vs time). Equations (5.4) and (5.5) show
how to determine the calibration constants for a given vehicle.
Speed Cal =
100, 000
unit speed frequency
(5.4)
Odometer Cal = distance per pulse (5.5)
Example for 1 Pulse
m
, Speed in Km
hr
1km
hr
3.6
= 0.27ms−1
= 0.27 pulses/second at 1 km/hr
100000/0.27 = 360000 counts/pulse
In the case shown above, the speed calibration factor would be 360,000 and
the odometer calibration factor would be 1 * 10−3 km/pulse.
Note that there is a minimum frequency that the loggers can measure, related
to the size of the counter measuring the period. The counter is 16 Bit with a
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Fig. 5.1: Waveform of 2 Hz
maximum count of 65535 counts. The minimum frequency is therefore:
100, 000/65535 = 1.53Hz(65.5ms period)
Below the minimum frequency, the measured speed will be zero. The accuracy
of the measurement depends on the frequency, with the largest accuracy at the
lowest frequency. The reason for this is that the speed measurement is made, as
mentioned above, by measuring the period of the incoming signal. The resolution
of this measurement is a fixed 10µs. As an example, for a signal of period 20µs
will have a count of 2. A 50% change of period is required to result in a diferent
count. Contrast this with the other case where the count is near 65,535. in this
case, a unit change of the count corresponds to less than a 0.002% change in
period.
Since the speed and odometer calibration values are related to each other by
a simple mathematical function the two could be replaced by a single calibration
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value. This was not done in the prototypes but would be easy to improve upon in
the future.
5.3 Accelerometers
The accelerometer signal undergoes two levels of calibration. The first level ap-
plies to each of the accelerometer axis. Internal to the loggers is a 2-axis ac-
celerometer chip aligned to the for-aft and up down axis. These axis were chosen
for the brake loggers as this eases alignment. So long as the box is aligned to point
at the front of the car and is level left to right, it is possible to easily compensate
for the box leaning forward or backward and for loading effects on the car. This
was considered preferable at design time to measuring latitudinal/longitudinal ac-
celeration although this can be easily changed in the future.
Calibration of the 2 accelerometer axes is achieved using gravity as a reference
and assuming that the acceleration due to gravity is very close to 1 G (9.81ms−2).
This assumption is appropriate for testing purposes as the acceleration is only
required to be accurate to 1%. By getting the unscaled integer readings from the
A-D converter at +1 and -1 G, the calibration factors can be determined using
equations (5.6) and (5.7).
Offset =
Reading+1 +Reading−1
2
(5.6)
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Scale =
2
Reading+1 −Reading−1 (5.7)
Once each accelerometer channel is calibrated the next step is to integrate the
two signals into a common longitudinal acceleration signal. The angle of the sen-
sor relative to the ground is established by placing the car on level ground with
the unit in its installed position. As the x and y axes are calibrated, the acceler-
ation readings on each channel amount to the components of a unit vector in the
direction of the ground. Once the angle of the sensor is known the perpendicular
angle, that in line with for-aft on the vehicle, can also be determined. This process
is automated (as it needs to be repeated each time the unit is moved) and is trig-
gered using one of the buttons on the keypad of the display unit. The benefit of
having an acceleration measurement aligned with the vehicle is that the measured
acceleration is purely the result of wheel torque acting on the ground under the
vehicle, due to braking and acceleration but independent of road inclination.
Chapter 6
IN-VEHICLE TESTING AND DATA GATHERING
Whilst there are a large number of variables that can be logged during an extended
driving test, few of these are of great immediate value to engineers designing brake
systems. To simplify installation and setup of the loggers the only data recorded
during the validation testing was deceleration, speed and distance travelled, line
pressure and brake rotor temperature (using a non-contact IR pyrometer). Each
data record has a timestamp allowing the time of the sample to be resolved to the
nearest 10ms (using a 100Hz sampling rate).
The variables recorded during the drive were those that primarily influence
temperature and wear on the brake system. It was assumed for this testing that to
replicate a test sequence with an acceptable level of accuracy only the initial and
final speeds, the rate of deceleration (or the line pressure) and the time (and/or
distance travelled) between brake applications would be required. The validity of
this assumption will not be explored further except to indicate that this assump-
tion greatly simplifies the automatic generation of dynamometer test sequences,
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something that was a desired outcome of this project.
As mentioned in previous chapters, the loggers have the ability to record at
two different sample rates. This feature was provided to allow for one sample rate
to cover driving conditions of interest to the testing (higher rate) and a second to
account for when less information is required. Up to two input channels can be
monitored and only when each satisfies the criteria will the logger move to the
higher sample rate.
With the focus on the brake systems, the data of greatest importance is the
in-stop data. The two criteria chosen to determine whether the brakes were being
used at a given instant were: The presence of sufficient brake line pressure (brake
pedal pressed down) and secondly; That the speed was above a nominal speed
(vehicle moving). The pressure was chosen to be 4 Bar in the testing presented
here and the vehicles speed was above 3Km
Hr
. This means that for the purpose of
the analysis, a stop was considered to consist of a single depression of the brake
pedal with the car initially moving, whether or not it ended with the car stationary.
When the vehicle was under brakes the logger was set to record at 10 Hz. At
any other time, the recording rate was 1 sample every 10 seconds (0.1Hz). The
data rates were chosen to satisfy the following criteria: The rate was to be fast
enough to give a reasonable indication of the true conditions experienced by the
car during a stop. With stops of concern lasting longer than 1.5 seconds, there will
be at least 15 samples of data available per stop, sufficient to build a meaningful
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graph of even the shortest stop; A competing requirement is that of storage space.
With 100MB of recording capacity available, space is not overly tight although
some degree of consideration must be given to the quantity of data to be recorded.
With the rate mentioned above, 2-10MB of data was recorded per day of driving.
This was considered acceptable as a starting point. It is difficult to predict the
number of stops that will occur in a days driving and this gives sufficient margin
for exceptional circumstances given that the planned measurement duration was
one week (5 days driving). It may be preferable to record faster in the future
to gain a little more information about each stop, sacrificing some longer-term
storage capacity. Storage capacity can be easily expanded if larger capacity is
required.
The process of gathering data during the test was as simple as downloading
the contents of the memory card from the logger as it became full. Due to the
fact that the driving patterns changed from drive-to-drive and that the logging rate
changes dynamically upon brake application, the amount of data logged each day
varied. It was envisaged (based on previous experience with the data loggers)
that the amount of data would be in the order of 5-15 MB per week of driving
on the specific route. There is a large amount of variability in the quantity of
data recorded because the recording rate is changed depending on whether the
vehicles brakes are applied or not. The amount of on-brake time depends on
driving habits and road conditions. Because of the range of drivers and the range
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of driving conditions (even over a controlled driving route) the amount of data
varied significantly from drive to drive.
Wear measurements of the brake system were required each 5000 KM of driv-
ing. The length of the test route was such that 5000KM corresponded to 1 week
and as such, each time the vehicles came in for a measure, the logger was removed
and its contents downloaded. This worked out as being quite convenient.
6.1 Testing Parameters
The context for the testing recorded as part of this thesis centres around a devel-
opment program for the original equipment brake pads for a 2006 model vehicle.
In particular, the testing was to assess the DTV generation properties of the fric-
tion material as part of the prototype brake system. The suitability of a friction
material with regards to DTV propensity are made by performing what are termed
’city-country’ tests.
A ’city-country’ test aims to cover a broad range of driving conditions over
a relatively long distance in order to generate DTV at an accelerated rate. The
distance covered during the test is close to 20’000km over a duration of around
five weeks. The adopted route includes sections of open highway driving, medium
speed urban driving and lower speed inner city travel and stop-start peak-hour
travel.
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At least two cars are run on this style of test, one as to obtain a reference of
an existing brake system of known DTV properties and others testing the new or
modified brake system.
6.1.1 Cars
The cars used during the test were all Holden Commodores. The vehicle that was
fitted up with the data logger was a VX model fitted with a prototype VE (2006
model) brake system. Three cars were used in this test and travelled within view
of each other at all stages during the testing.
6.1.2 Location/Route
The route followed by the vehicles has been chosen to be representative of normal
driving conditions. This means that there are sections of country driving, sections
of city driving and sections or urban driving. The route has been designed to
simulate that used by Holden (GMH Australia) for their brake long term durability
testing. Each run around the loop takes between 5 and 6 hours, depending on
traffic and may take longer depending on the number and duration of rest stops.
The distance covered during each loop is almost exactly 400km.
The route covers a very broad range of driving conditions from highway driv-
ing between Ballarat and Melbourne, through the outer suburban traffic along the
Nepean highway all the way to dense city traffic through some of the busiest parts
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of Melbourne and near standstill peak hour freeway travel. In the context of this
thesis the relevance of the choice of route becomes clear as it provides a wide
range of driving conditions to record the brake usage over to give a representative
sample of vehicular brake usage.
6.1.3 Timing
The first loop run each day was begun at 6:00AM from Ballarat. This loop took
until around 1:30PM to finish. The second loop was started at 2:00PM and ran
until 9:30PM. The cars were not driven on the weekend. Each 5000KM, the cars
would miss a shift in order to have brake wear and shudder evaluated, to have the
data loggers downloaded and for any required servicing.
6.1.4 Vehicle Setup
A number of connections were made to the vehicle that had the data logger fit-
ted. These were to provide power for the data logger and to allow the data to be
collected.
A direct connection to the battery was made to provide the units with power
and another connection to the accessory circuit to provide an activate signal.
When the accessory circuit is powered up the logger boots. When the key is
turned off the unit requires a period of time to safely shut down, using a supply
directly from the battery to keep the system powered. During this time, the open
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data log file is closed and the filesystem unmounted. Some problems were noted
with the power-down process, where the voltage on the auxiliary circuit in the
car did not fall to a low enough value to signal the loggers to turn off. Prior to
an electrical modification to eliminate the problem, a number of the data log files
contained records of many hours of the brakes cooling after a drive.
A connection was tapped into the wire between the speed sensor and the en-
gine control computer. This signal is a square wave, 12volt pk-pk. One cycle of
the signal (edge-edge) corresponds to a movement of the vehicle of approximately
0.3 meters. The speed and distance signal was calibrated in comparison to the ve-
hicles speedometer and odometer. These have proven to be quite accurate, better
than 1%, more than the accuracy required for the purpose of this study.
As shown in Fig. 6.1 a pressure sensor was plumbed into the front brake hy-
draulic system to allow the line pressure to be recorded. A multi-core wire was
run between the sensor and the logger (fitted under the passenger seat) to carry
power to the sensor and the pressure signal back to the logger. The pressure sen-
sor is capable of measuring up to 100 Bar with a burst pressure of greater than 200
Bar. It is unlikely even during emergency stops that the brake line pressure would
exceed 100 Bar.
Finally, a non-contact IR thermometer was fitted to a bracket from the front
suspension strut. The sensor has a 4-20mA interface carrying both power and the
output signal. A 4-20mA to 0-5Volt interface was devised to allow the sensor
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Fig. 6.1: Pressure Sensor Installation
to be connected up to the vehicle loggers that have only a 0-5volt input. Time
was running short when setting up the IR thermometer meaning that a detailed
validation of its correct operation could not be made. A quick drive around the
vicinity of the vehicle workshop showed that there was a reading and that it was
increasing and decreasing at the right times, but because of the low emissivity of a
shiny brake rotor the readings were somewhat lower than expected. At the outset
of the driving it was intended that a study into the accuracy of the sensor would be
made once the test was concluded but unfortunately the pyrometer was damaged
during the test and could not be properly calibrated.
The LCD unit was connected to the data logger. The display is useful for
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verifying the correct operation of the logger and to allow the driver to verify that
the unit has powered down correctly. The intention was that the display would not
influence the driving style and safety of the drivers and for this reason the display
was placed in a pocket behind the front seat where it could be viewed easily whilst
stopped, but was out of view whilst driving.
Chapter 7
DATA ANALYSIS
Figure 7.1 shows a graphical representation of the data recorded for a single stop
during the drive. A number of features can be seen in the stop: Firstly, the appli-
cation of the brake takes place over the first second or so of the stop. Then there
is a period of relatively constant deceleration. Notably in this stop and maybe
not something that would be in all stops is the partial release of brake pressure
towards the end of the stop (by distance, middle of the stop by time). Finally, the
release of brake pressure can be seen at the end of the stop, although in the case
of vehicle stops, the pressure is often left applied while the car is stationary.
The partial release of brake pressure is most likely a result of external influ-
ences on the driving, most likely this was a stop at traffic lights behind other cars
and once the car was slowed to 30km/h the brakes were released a little to stop
the car at an appropriate distance from the vehicle in front.
Figure 7.2 shows brake effectiveness, speed and temperature with respect to
time. Brake effectiveness is a measure of the friction coefficient of the brake in-
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Fig. 7.1: Data recorded from a single stop
terface. It is unitless, being a ratio of two forces. The applied normal force is
calculated from the line pressure and caliper piston area. The friction force is cal-
culated from the individual brake torque (eg. on a dynamometer) and the effective
radius (theoretical radius where all brake force acts). In the case of vehicle testing
where the contribution of each wheel to the total retardation force is not known it
is sufficient to give the effectiveness in such units as acceleration per unit pressure.
These units are what is graphed in this instance. Note that there does not appear
to be a strong relationship of the effectiveness to either speed or temperature in
this case.
Figure 7.3 illustrates the physics of a stop, showing a roughly constant deceler-
ation level, a relatively linear drop in speed and an acceleration curve approximat-
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Fig. 7.2: Temperature, Speed and Effectiveness vs Time
ing a square root function. The observed curves show the expected relationship
between these vehicle dynamic properties.
Figure 7.4 presents a plot of brake line pressure and acceleration, showing
both the timing and magnitude relationships. It can be seen that the acceleration
follows the pressure very closely. The relationship between the two is dependant
on a number of things such as the size and friction level of the brake pads, the
hydraulic properties of the brake calliper and the amount of engine braking. It is
interesting to note that the relationship between brake pressure and deceleration
is not dependant on the slope of the road. If the car is going down a hill with
no braking force or power input from the engine then the acceleration measured
by the brake logger will be zero, even though the speed of the car is increasing.
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Fig. 7.3: Distance, Speed and Deceleration vs Time
Conversely travelling up a hill at constant speed (but with some accelerator pedal
depression to maintain that speed) the logger will be measuring positive accelera-
tion despite the vehicle’s speed remaining constant.
The recorded data was filtered to include only those stops that were at least
1.5 seconds long. Stops shorter than this were excluded since they would not
cause significant wear or heating of the brakes. It is possible that some short, high
deceleration stops may be excluded by this rule but the data did not reflect this.
The distribution of light and heavy stops was found to be similar in both shorter
and longer stops.
The average braking deceleration was calculated from each of the drives. The
results of each of the sessions was then averaged, the result found to be 0.146G
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Fig. 7.4: Pressure and Deceleration vs Time
with a standard deviation of 0.014 . This corresponds to a fairly gentle stop. This
also shows that there is not a significant difference in driving behaviour on average
between all drivers.
Each of the sessions were analysed to determine what percentage of stops fin-
ish at a speed of values less than 30km/hr. These were considered to be complete
stops for the purposes of the analysis. Stops finishing at greater than 30km/hr
were considered to be ’snub’ stops. Analysis of all the drives show that on av-
erage (again over all sessions) that the proportion of snub stops is 40.3% with a
standard deviation of 4.7.
The total number of significant stops was also calculated for each of the drives,
all run over the same route, gives an average of 348 with a standard deviation of
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60. This is one of the more significant differences between sessions. There is not
enough information to tell whether the differences were related to the morning
and afternoon session differences or driving style differences.
It was discovered during the analysis of the data that there was a reasonably
strong correlation between the speed and temperature at the time the brake was
applied. Essentially, the higher the speed that the brake was applied, the lower the
temperature. The cause of this relationship is possibly that in general, most high
speed stops are on open roads where there is a long time between brake applica-
tions and a significant amount of air moving around the brake system. All of this
conducive to low brake temperatures. Conversely, during lower speed driving,
there is much less air moving through the brake system and brake applications
are much more frequent. This is not a causal relationship, since the driver has no
knowledge of the temperature of the brakes and is not going to be deciding when
to apply the brakes based on any criteria other than the need to slow the vehicle.
The graphs presented from Figure 7.5 to Figure 7.10 illustrate this relation-
ship. These graphs are 2D histograms showing temperature and speed along the
two axis and number of occurrences as colours on the plot. Due to previously
mentioned issues with rotor emissivity on the temperature measurement the cal-
ibration of this sensor was not correct and thus the data on temperature can only
be taken as a relative measurement. Though sufficient in this instance to illustrate
the existence of the trend, the magnitude of the trend is not able to be determined.
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Fig. 7.5: Occurences, Afternoon 24/9/2004, Driver 1
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Fig. 7.6: Occurences, Morning 27/9/2004, Driver 2
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Fig. 7.7: Occurences, Afternoon 27/9/2004, Driver 3
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Fig. 7.8: Occurences, Morning 28/9/2004, Driver 2
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Fig. 7.9: Occurences, Afternoon 28/9/2004, Driver 4
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Fig. 7.10: Occurences, Morning 29/9/2004, Driver 5
Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
WORK
The most highlighted aspects of a road vehicle are those which relate to the safety
of the drivers and passengers. Modern vehicles are equipped with various innova-
tive devices designed to enhance their stability and safety on the road. However,
it goes without saying that a reliable and effective brake system remains the sin-
gle most fundamental safeguard against road accidents. A well designed brake
system means that the driver will be able to control the vehicle speed accurately
and within the required timing in response to whatever extremes of road and traffic
conditions that may present themselves. For a vehicle driver, loss of controllability
is synonymous with property damage, injury and potential loss of life. Monitoring
the performance of a brake system makes it possible to conduct real-time assess-
ment of its various components and decide on whether the design is adequate to
obtain or maintain the desired performance outcomes.
The work presented in this thesis features research effort undertaken to design,
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construct and test an in-car brake monitoring system. The various measurable pa-
rameters relevant to brake performance have been discussed and a fundamental
subset of them was then selected for real-time monitoring and reporting. These
monitored parameters are the hydraulic pressure, brake rotor temperature, vehicle
speed and the vehicle deceleration in the longitudinal direction. These parameters
have been selected for monitoring because they can reflect many various aspects
of brake performance. Moreover, other parameters which control the brake perfor-
mance can be derived from the selected set using suitable modelling techniques.
The system proposed in this thesis to monitor the brake performance employs
a small embedded PC system along with a number of peripheral cards to form the
basis of the system. The electrical signals from the various sensors around the
vehicle are measured using a 12 bit data acquisition card. Circuitry was designed
to integrate the various peripheral cards with power management, the acceleration
sensor, temperature interfaces and timing sequencing. Storage in the units is in the
form of compact flash cards, storing both the operating system and also providing
space for recording brake data. A separate unit, connected to the main unit via a
cable, contains an LCD and keypad to allow the user to interact real-time with the
unit to monitor and also control the measurements to some degree.
Linux was used as the operating system for the data monitors, with the fi-
nal installation being assembled using some of the components from a full desk-
top/server distribution. Device drivers were coded to provide a software interface
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to the LCD and data acquisition modules. The main user software was developed
to provide input calibration and conditioning, a visible display of the current in-
put values (useful for controlled driving scenarios) and also to provide features
to control the triggering, record data channel selection and data recording rate
selection.
The in-car brake-monitoring system proposed in this thesis has been success-
fully used in an extensive procedure which featured running of a number of vari-
ous cars over a network of long and short routes for a period of time. The collected
data were then analysed to confirm the validity of the proposed system. In-depth
investigations into the collected data revealed various interesting aspects of brake
systems. For example, brake applications which occurred during high-speed driv-
ing resulted in lower pad temperature as compared to those applications occurring
during low speed driving. This is so despite the fact that braking down from
higher speed levels results in a greater amount of energy dissipation. However,
the advantageous cooling conditions associated with high speeds seems to result
in reduced temperature levels at the brake rotor. Other observations could also be
recorded in relation to how various brake parameters interact to reflect road and
driving conditions. These observations are given in chapter 7 of the thesis.
Future research work conducted to establish experimentally-guided mathemat-
ical models which describe the effects of driving conditions and vehicle dynamics
on the measurable brake performance parameters would be highly recommended.
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Such research effort will result in a better understanding and identification of the
various aspects underpinning the performance of brake systems. Moreover, the
produced models could be employed for optimisation and real-time control appli-
cations.
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B.1 Configuration
B.1.1 Flash Card Format
Partition 1 (hdb1)
Start Block : 1
End block : 801
Type Code : 6 (FAT 16)
Contents : Config File and Logged Data
Partition 2 (hdb2)
Start Block : 802
End Block : 960
Type Code : 83 (EXT2 Linux) - Bootable.
Contents : Kernel, lilo settings, Compressed ramdisk image.
B.1.2 Software Drivers
Driver Device node info
Data Acquisition
Daqdata C 60 0
Daqctrl C 60 1
LCD
Lcd C 61 0
Lilo Command
lilo -v -C bdlilo.conf -r /mnt
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CMOS Settings
USB disabled (allows Ethernet to run IRQ10)
2F8/3F8, COM1, COM2 -> serial
378, bi-dir, IRQ7 -> parallel
Config File Description
The configuration file is a comma separated variable file, created with one entry per line. Each line
is independent of any other. The entry names must be unique as they are all within the one namespace.
Entry Format:
EntryName,Entry Type,Entry Value
Entry name is the name of the variable.
Entry type (which is currently not being utilised) is one of: s, string; i, integer; f, floating point.
Entry Value is the value to be assigned to the variable. Spaces and other
whitespace are relevant to the line. a line finishes after the next carriage
return.
in the following, % represents a channel number between 0 and 10 inclusive; # represents a display
position from 0 to 7 inclusive.
chName% displayed/logged channel name - string
chUnits% displayed/logged channel unit string
chOffs% channel calibration offset in AD counts (count at zero input)
integer
chScale% channel scaling factor (value of 1 AD count or 0.0012207 volts)
single
chHyst% channel hysteresis (minimum change of input before output change)
integer
chSmth% Channnel smoothing factor (0-256) proportion of new to old data,
bigger number means less smoothing
Integer
accXchan Channel number of x accelleration input integer
accYchan Channel number of y accelleration input integer
accCalx calibration data for x accell channel float internally set
accCaly calibration data for y accell channel float internally set
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disp# channel number to be displayed at given position on display (see
below for LCD layout). 1 means no data at that position
integer
dispUpdate Number of samples between each display update (for numeric displays)
Integer
bgAbs if 1 bargraph indicates both +ve and ve numbers in +ve direction
if 0 bargraph only shows +ve readings
Integer/Boolean
bgScale Scaling factor for bargraph channelData * bgScale = pixels (200
pixels is fullscale).
single
logon% if 1 logging enabled for given channel
if 0 logging disable for given channel
integer/boolean
fastThresholdN
value of ctrlChannelN for fast logging to be enabled.
single
slowThresholdN
value of ctrlChannelN where fast logging is disabled.
single
greaterThanN
if 1 fastThreshold is greater than slow threshold.
integer/boolean
ctrlChannelN
channel number used for these threshold parameters
fastrate number of samples between log records at fastrate
integer
slowrate number of samples between log records at slowrate
integer
logEnable if 1 Logging Enabled
if 0 Logging Disabled
integer/boolean
logFile pathname/filename for logfile
string
doShutdown if 1 System will be powered down under software control
if 0 System power is not controlled
integer/boolean
rate1 DAQ card timer value 1 25 for 80Hz
integer
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rate2 DAQ card timer value 2 500 for 80Hz
integer
Threshold Description
The loggers have a facility for using the values of up to 2 variables to control the data logging rate.
An example would be the use of the vehicle speed and deceleration. The vehicle speed must be above
20Km/hr AND the deceleration less than 0.05G for fast logging to be triggered. If the speed drops below
5km/hr OR the decel rises above -0.025G then fast logging is disabled.
The main thing is that BOTH fast thresholds must be satisfied before fast logging takes place. If fast
logging is taking place and EITHER of the slow thresholds are crossed, fast logging stops.
fthres1 = 20
sthres1 = 5
gthan1 = 1
ctrlChan = 10 (pulse speed input channel)
fthres2 = -0.05
sthres2 = -0.025
gthan1 = 0
ctrlChan = 8 (processed deceleration channel)
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B.2 Connector Layout
B.2.1 Front
________________________________________________________________________
/ \
| |
| LED |
| |
| ANALOGUE ANALOGUE ANALOGUE ANALOGUE DIGITAL DIGITAL TEMP TEMP |
| IN 1 IN 2 IN 3 IN 4 IN OUT 1 2 |
| |
\________________________________________________________________________/
B.2.2 Rear
________________________________________________________________________
/ \
| _______ |
| / \ _____ |
| | fan | |NET| |
| | | ----- |
| \_______/ /-----\ _______________ _____ ___ |
| |POWER| \____LCD______/ \VGA/ <KBD> |
\________________________________________________________________________/
B.3 Pinouts
B.3.1 Power
view from rear of logger
/3 2\
\4ˆ1/
1 Ignition +12V
2 Not Connected
3 Ground
4 Battery (Always On) +12V
B.3.2 LCD Display
Note: While the majority of pins on the LCD connector correspond to a standard PC printer lead, there are a number of significant changes to provide power
through the same lead. For this reason, a conventional printer lead CANNOT be used without modification. The power supply will be shorted out stopping the
system from working, with a risk of circuitry damage.
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D plug Header Color Color Pin
Pin Pin Base Stripe Purpose
1 1 Grey CE (Strobe from PC)
2 3 Black D0
3 5 Brown D1
4 7 Red D2
5 9 Orange D3
6 11 Yellow D4
7 13 Green D5
8 15 Blue D6
9 17 Purple D7
10 19 Yellow Blue Key_4 (Ack to PC)
11 21 Orange Blue Key_3 (Busy to PC)
12 23 Yellow Green Key_2 (Paper End to PC)
13 25 Yellow Red Key_1 (Select to PC)
14 2 White \C/D (AutoLF from PC)
15 4 Not Connected (Error to PC)
16 6 Pink \RST/PWR (Init from PC)
17 8 Aqua \RD/WR (Select from PC)
18 10 Shield Ground/ 0 Volt
19 12 Shield
20 14 Shield
21 16 Green+White+Red 5 Volt Supply
22 18 +Blue Striped
23 20 Grey Blue -12 Volt Supply
24 22 Shield See above shield Connections
25 24 Shield
B.3.3 DAQ Inputs and Outputs
View from front of logger unit
_ _
/ 1\_/7 \
/2 6\
| 8 |
\ 3 5 /
\___4___/
Pin Analogue Digital Digital
No In In Out
1 +Vin In 1 NC
2 -Vin In 2 NC
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3 NC NC Out 1
4 NC NC Out 2
5 5 V 5 V 5 V
6 +12 V +12 V +12 V
7 -12 V -12 V -12 V
8 Gnd Gnd Gnd
B.4 LCD Layout
________________________________________
| | Pos 1 | |
| pos 0 | Pos 2 | Pos 6 |
| | Pos 3 | |
| | Pos 4 | |
|___________|____Pos 5_____|_____________|
|___________Pos 7________________________|
